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Abstract 
Consider the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) 
ATXA - X - (ATXB + S)(R + B?fB)~’ (F/U + ST) + Q = 0, 
where A E W”“, B, S t (w”““‘~ R = RT E LQ”““’ , Q = QT E W”‘. The available perturba- 
tion theory for the DARE can only be applied to the case R > 0. However, in some con- 
trol problems the matrix R can be singular. In this paper we study perturbation 
properties of the DARE without the restriction R > 0. Perturbation bounds and a rela- 
tive condition number for the stabilizing solution of the DARE are derived. Computable 
residual bounds for an approximate solution are also derived. The theoretical results are 
illustrated by numerical examples. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
K~JWYW& Stabilizing solution; Perturbation bound: Condition number: Residual bound 
1. Introduction 
Consider the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) 
AT/U -X - (A%8 + S)(R + BTXB)~‘(BTXA + ST) + Q = 0: (1) 
where A E ET’““. B,S E Fk’“““, R E YmXm, Q E Yxn, the symbol YX’ denotes 
the set of real n x n symmetric matrices. A matrix X E ,Y”“’ is called a stabiliz- 
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ing solution of the DARE (1) if R + BTXB is nonsingular, X satisfies (l), and all 
the eigenvalues of the matrix @ defined by 
@=A+BF with F=-(R+BrXB)m’(BT~+ST) (2) 
are inside the unit disk (see, e.g., [1,2]). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the stabilizing solu- 
tion of the DARE (1) are derived in [3] under the weakest possible assumptions 
on the coefficient matrices of (1). Note that if (1) has a stabilizing solution X, 
then it is unique [2, Proposition 11. 
Usually, R > 0 is considered [449]. The perturbation theory for the DARE 
(1) with R > 0 has been studied by several papers during recent years, see, 
e.g., [ 1,4,5,7-91. However, in some control problems (e.g., in stochastic realiza- 
tion problems and linear-quadratic control problems) the matrix R can be sin- 
gular, and the known results on perturbation theory for the DARE (1) cannot 
be applied to this case. This paper, as a continuation of [7,8], studies perturba- 
tion properties of the stabilizing solution of the DARE (1) without the restric- 
tion R > 0. 
The difficult point for evaluating perturbations in the stabilizing solution X 
of the DARE (1) is how to find a perturbation equation which is easy to treat 
of. In Section 2 we derive a perturbation equation, which is a basis for our dis- 
cussion in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we derive perturbation bounds, and in 
Section 4 we derive a relative condition number for the stabilizing solution of 
the DARE (1). In Section 5 we derive computable residual bounds for an ap- 
proximate solution. The theoretical results are illustrated by numerical exam- 
ples in Section 6. 
Throughout this paper we use 11 IIF to denote the Frobenius norm, and use 
11 11 to denote the operator norm induced by the Frobenius norm on an asso- 
ciated matrix space. II IIZ d enotes the Euclidean vector norm and the spectral 
norm. The set of the eigenvalues of a matrix @ E BY’“” is denoted by i.(Q). 
The spectral radius p(Q) is defined by 
p(Q) = max{]i.,l: i,, E j_(Q)}. 
If p(Q) < 1, then @ is called a stable matrix. For A = (a,,. . a,) = (cq,) E R”“” 
and a matrix B, the Kronecker product A @B is defined by A @B = (~ijB), and 
the vet operator is defined by vet A = (a:. . . . . a:)‘. It is known that 
vecAT = II ,,,.,, vet A 3 
where II,M,,1 is the vet-permutation matrix (see, e.g., [lo], pp. 32234). 
For @ E W”” we can define a linear operator L : Ynx” + Y”’ by 
LW = w - QT W@, w E .YXl’. 
Assume @ is stable. It is known that in this case the operator L is invertible [I 11. 
Define (0 and 4 by 
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(3 = IIL-‘ll> 4 = IIQillz. (3) 
The following result clarifies a perturbation property of a stable matrix. The 
result will be used in Sections 3 and 5.2. 
Lemma 1.1 ([8], Lemma 2.2). Let @ E W”” be stable, and let co, cj be defined bq 
(3). If A@ E [w”‘” satisjies 
IIA@IIF < 1’w 
d+ JiT$ 
then @ + A@ is stable. 
2. Perturbation equation 
Let X be the stabilizing solution of the DARE (l), and let 2 be a symmetric 
solution of the perturbed DARE 
ZXA - x - (k?G + S) (rT + BTH-’ (B% + ST) + Q = 0, (4) 
where k E F!“x”,B,,$ E [W”““,k E Ymxm, and 0 E Minx”. 
Let 
AX=*-X. (5) 
The purpose of this section is to show that from the DARES (1) and (4) we can 
derive an equation of AX which is easy to treat of. 
We first define some matrices: 
(i) Let 
AA=&A, AB=&B, AR=i?-R, AS=&S. 
AQ=e-Q. 
(ii) Let 
6R = AR f B=XAB + ABTXB + ABTXAB, 
6s = AS + ATXAB + AATXB + AA*XAB. 
(iii) Let 
C=RfBTXB, D=ATXB+S. 
By (8), the matrices F and @ defined by (2) can be written as 
F = -CP’DT, @ = A - BC-‘DT. 
Using Cp we define K by 
(6) 
(7) 
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K =X@, i.e., K = X[A - B(R + BTXB)-‘(BTXA + ST)]. (10) 
(iv) Let 
?=ri-tEY& L5=kT_XL?+S (11) 
and 
F = _C-rbr $I =&_jF &-jCmrbr A@=&-@. (14 
Combining (11) with (6)-(8) shows 
c= C+6R. fi = D + iiS. 
The following lemma presents a perturbation equation. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be the stabilizing solution oj’the DARE (l), 2 be a symmetric 
solution of the perturbed DARE (4), und let AX = 2 - X. Then AX satisfies the 
equation 
AX - @‘AX@ = E, + E2 + h, (AX) + h?(M), 
where 
(13) 
E, = KTAA f AATK + KTABF + FTABTK + FTARF 
+ ASF + FTAST + AQ. (14) 
Ez = AATXAA + AATXABF + FTABTXAA 
+ FTABrXABF - (FTGR + 6S)(Z + C’GR)-‘C-‘6ST 
- &X?6R(I + C-‘OR)-‘F. (15) 
h, (AX) = QTAXA@ + A@‘AX@ + AQTAXA@. (16) 
h2(AX) = -&TAXl?(I + i;~‘&W~)~‘?~TAX&, 
in which the matrices AA. AB, and so on are dejned bJ> (6)-(12). 
(17) 
Proof. See Appendix A for the proof. 
Note that El is a linear function of AA. AB. AR, AS, AQ, and hl (AX) is for- 
mally a linear function of AX. 
We now define the linear operator L : Y”xn + Y”“’ by 
LW = w - QTW@: w E ,FX”. (18) 
Since the matrix @ satisfies p(Q) < 1, the operator L is invertible [l 11. Conse- 
quently, the perturbation equation (13) is equivalent to 
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Ax = Lp’E, + L-%2 + L-‘h,(Ax) + Lp’h@‘Y). 
Regard the elements of AX as independent variables. Then the function f de- 
fined by 
.f(AX) = L_‘E, + L_‘& + L_‘h, (AX) + L-%?(U) (19) 
can be regarded as a continuous mapping ,k/ : ,fYx” + Y”,“, and any fixed 
point of the mapping I 4 is a solution to the perturbed equation (13). Thus 
the problem of finding a perturbation bound for the solution to the DARE 
(1) reduces to the problem of showing the existence of a fixed point of the con- 
tinuous mapping ,d and determining a bound on its size. 
Furthermore, we define the linear operators M : W”” + ,Y”‘““. 
N : 1w”“” + Ynx”,T : Fxm --+ Y”““, and H : W”” + Ynx” by [12,.5,8] 
MA, = L-‘(K?4, -t&K). A, E KY”“, 
NB, = L-'(KTB,F +F'B;K), B, E W"""'. 
TR, = L-'(FTR,F), R, E cY"'x"'~ PO) 
HS, = L-,(&F + FTS:). S, E R""". 
Then from (14) we see that L-‘E’ can be expressed by 
L-‘E, =MA/t+NAB+TAB+HAS+L-‘AQ 
3. Perturbation bounds 
In this section we shall derive upper bounds for some fixed point AX of the 
mapping ,z&! expressed by (19) under some assumptions on AA, AB, AR, AS, AQ, 
where AX* = 2 -X, in which X and 2 are the stabilizing solutions of the 
DARES (1) and (4), respectively. 
From (19) we see that the mapping .kk’ satisfies 
IIf(~) 6 IIL-‘w. + IIL-‘~2llF + IIL-‘hw)IlF + IIL-‘wm? 
(24 
where L is the linear operator defined by (1 S), and E’ , E7, hl (AX)? hz (AX) are 
defined by (14)-( 17). 
Let M, N, T, H be the linear operators defined by (20), and define the scalars 
~9, /L. V, r, y by 
(0 = IWll. P = IlMll, v = IINII, 5 = IITII, I? = IIHII. 
Then from (21) 
IF-‘6 IIF 6 PII~IIF + WIIF + +WF + Y//W, + 4AQllF = ~1. 
(24) 
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Let SR, 23 be the matrices defined by (7). Then 
IIWlr G IIWIF + 2tl~~ll,ll~ll, + IIXllWll: = Jo 
II~J-YI, 6 IIWF + II~~ll2II~IIF + II~II2II~IIF 
+ II~II*ll~IIFll~IIF - 4. 
(25) 
Combining (25) with (15) gives 
IIL-‘~*llF G 4l~II,(II~II, + 11~11211~%~2 
+ ~llc-‘112c41~112~~ + 6.516, _ E2 
1 - IIC-‘ll2& ’ 
(26) 
where C and F are defined by (8) and (9), 6,, 6, are defined by (25). Here it is 
assumed that 6, satisfies 
1 - IIC~‘l12br > 0. (27) 
From (16) 
Ilh(WlF G Pll@ll2ll~@ll~ + ll~@ll;W% 
and from (A.8) (see Appendix A) and (25) 
IWII~ G II~IIF + IIFll2ll~II~ + WC-’ II2 + llC-‘lI2ll~lI~N 
+ IV ll*(ll~ll2 + ll~llF)(llFll2 + llc-‘ll2~.J~~ = (j$. 
1 - llCm’l12& 
(28) 
Define 6 by 
6 = 246, + “ii with 4 = li@l12, (29) 
then we have 
IIL-%wIIF G ~wwF~ (30) 
Let C be the matrix defined by (11). Then C is nonsingular under the as- 
sumption (27). Thus, we have 
ll~II;IIC-‘112 =llB + 4:IW + dR)-‘II2 = IIB + 4: 
x ll(Z + C?5R)p’C-‘IJ2 < IIC-’ ll*(ll~ll2 + Ilw=12 _ 
1 - IIC-‘II& 
Y. 
(31) 
where C is defined by (8), and 6, by (25). Moreover, by (12) and (28), 
11~112 6 ll@llz + llA@llF G II@112 + 6, = 6 (32) 
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Combining (17) with (31) and (32) gives 
(33) 
Substituting (24), (26), (30) and (33) into (22) shows that ,f(AX) satisfies 
~~2Yllw; 
Il.f(m)/l~ GE + 06~I~~~F + 1 _ +,yll ! 
F 
(34) 
where c is defined by 
F = ti + Ez. 
Here it is assumed in (33) and (34) that ]]U]Ir satisfies 
1 - $LY]]F > 0. 
(35) 
(36) 
We now assume the positive scalar 6 defined by (29) satisfies 
1 - 016 > 0, 
and consider the equation 
(37) 
y(l -08+w&‘)i’2-(l -fJA+;‘f)<+F=O. 
It can be verified that if E satisfies 
(38) 
f< 
(1 - UN?)2 
( 1’ 
(39) 
i’ 1 - tos + 2wJ? + (1 - (06 + 20Nj’)? - (1 - w6)’ 
then 
(1 - w6 + # - 4!( 1 - OS + O$J2)E 3 0, 





is a solution of Eq. (38). 
It is known that the space Y”“” with the Frobenius norm /I ]IF is a Banach 
space. We now consider the set Y;_ c YnX” defined by 
.Y<* = {AX E .YRX”: ]]AX]lF < l,}. 
.Y’,* is obviously a bounded closed convex set of ,Y”““. Moreover, from (34) 
and (38) we see that if AX E zY~, then ]]f(AX)]] < t,, which shows that the con- 
tinuous mapping .A%’ expressed by (19) maps ,4p,_ into Yr,. Thus, by the Schau- 
der fixed-point theorem (see, e.g., [13], Section 6.3), the mapping _ K has a fixed 
point AX, E Y”““, i.e., AH has a fixed point AX, satisfying 
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Il~*llF < 4,: 
where <, is expressed by (41). 
(44 
Note that if the scalar 6 defined by (29) satisfies the assumption (37), and the 
scalar 4 defined by (32) is positive, then by using (42), (40), (39) and (37) and 
4 > 0, we can prove that any AX E S“t* satisfies (36). Therefore, the assump- 
tions (37) and 4 > 0 imply the assumption (36). 
Finally, we discuss the stability of the matrix 8. By (12), % = @ + A@, where 
@ and A@ satisfy p(Q) < 1 and l/A@ll, < 6, (see (28)). Let 4 = 11@112 (see (29)). 
By Lemma 1.1, if 6, satisfies 
then & is stable; thereby, X + AX, is the unique stabilizing solution of the per- 
turbed DARE (4). 
We now summarize our main result of this section as follows: 
Theorem 3.1 (Perturbation bound). Let X be the stubilizing solution oj’ the 
DARE (1). DeJine the linear operators L and M, N, T, H by (18) and (20), and 
define the scalars o. p, V. z, q by (23). Moreover, let C = R + BTXB, and let 
6,, 6+, 4,6, y, 4 and E be the scalars de$ned by (25), (28), (29), (31), (32) and 
(35) respectively. If 4 > 0, and the perturbations AA, AB, AR, AS! AQ satisjj 
1 - IIC-‘Ilz& > 0, (43) 
1 - 06 > 0, (44) 
(1 - o6)2 
( ) 
C b 0, (45) 
7 1 - 06 + 20$ + (1 - w6 + 2oJ2)2 - (1 - o6)2 
l/a 
@+JG 
- 6, > 0, (46) 




c ll%( - 1 w6 + ,JJt + (1 - WC? + ye)* - 4y(l - 06 + C0CJ2)E 
> 
= b(‘)(X). (47) 
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Note that if the perturbations AA, AB, AR, AS, AQ only satisfy the assump- 
tions (43)-(45), then we can only conclude that the perturbed DARE (4) has 
a symmetric solution X satisfying (47). 
Let 
~.~,KR.S.Q = (llA& + IIABI; + IWII; + Il~~ll:+llAQlli;) “I. (481 
Then from Theorem 3.1 we see that the estimate (47) implies 
IImilr = 0(~,4.B.R.S.C)), ~A.B.R.S.Q + 0. (49) 
Observe the following facts: If fiA.B.R.S.g + 0, then 
6 = O(&,.R.& (by (15)). 
hl (Lvo = 0kC.B.R.S.P ) (by (16): (A.8) and (49)), 
h2(AW = O(~:.B.R.s.~) (by (17) and (49)). 
Hence, the relations (15) and (21) imply 
AX = MA.4 + NAB + TAR + HAS + L-‘AQ + O(LS;,B,R,s,a), (50) 
when ~A.B.R.S.Q --+ 0; where AX =x -X, in which X and 2 are the stabilizing 
solutions of the DARES (1) and (4) respectively. Therefore, we have the fol- 
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 (The first-order perturbation bound). Let X be the stabilizing 
solution of the DARE (I), and let A-,B,R. ,?,e be the coeficient matrices of the 
perturbed DARE (4). Moreover, let AA, AB, AR, AS, AQ be de$ned by (6), and 
C?A,B,R.S.Q be deJned by (48). Then if 6 A,B,R,JQ is s@ciently small, there is the 
stabilizing solution X of the DARE (4). and 
(51) 
where 
b\“(X) =(~Il~ll~ + vIIABIIF + ~Il~llF + YIIIASIIF 
+ ~llAQllF)/II~II~~ 
and w, ~1, v, 5.11 are dejined by (23). 
(52) 
Observe that the linear operators L and M, N, T, H have the matrix repre- 
sentations L and M, N, T, H expressed by [14,8] 
L = I,,: - QT @ QT. (53) 
and 
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M = L-‘[In ~3 KT + (KT 8 Z,)II,,,,]: 
N=L-'[FT@KT+(KT~FT)~,~,m]> 
T = L-'(FT@FT), (54) 
H = L-'[FT 8 I,, + (In @ FT)L], 
where F, @ and K are defined by (2) and (lo), respectively. Hence, the scalars 
,LL, v. z, II. cu delined by (23) can be computed by 
P = IIMllz. ” = IINllz, 5 = lITlIp ‘I = IiHllz, OJ = lb-‘/I? 
4. A relative condition number 
It is known that the conditioning of a computational problem can be distin- 
guished by a relative condition number. In this section we slightly modify a 
general definition of condition numbers suggested by Rice [15] and use the re- 
lation (50) to derive an explicit expression of a relative condition number of the 
DARE (1). (Similar techniques for deriving a condition number of a matrix 
equation can be found in [4,16].) 
Let 
IIWIF 
rA = m - 
IIWF IMIF IIWF IIAQIIF 
rB = ilBllF ' rR = llRllF ' f-s = llSllF ' " = llQllF ’ 
Slightly modifying Rice’s definition, we can define the relative condition num- 
ber I&)(X) of the DARE (1) as 
Iw-IIF d”(X) = lim sup ~ 
+-O+?.s,s 6]1Xllr~ 
(55) 
where X is the stabilizing solution of the DARE (1). Note that if some of the 
coefficient matrices, e.g., the matrix S, is null matrix, then we set AS = 0 as well 
as rs = 0. 
Let L, M, N, T, H be the matrices of (53) and (54). Define the matrix Z(“) by 
z”” = (&>&z,.z,,zQ) (56) 
with 
& = 1lAll,M, zB = IIBII$‘, zR = IIRII,~, 
Zs = llSll&> Z, = IlQll&’ (57) 
and let 
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(vet U)T (vechB)T (vet m)T (vet AS)T (vet AQT T 
IlAllF ’ IIBIIF ’ II% ’ IMF ! II!& 
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Then the relation (50) can be written as 
vet AX = Z(‘)ZJ + O(lloll~), l]u]lz + 0, 
and the definition (55) can be written as 
(58) 
(59) 
Substituting (58) into (59) gives 
@W) = &rll-w2> (60) 
where Z(‘) is defined by (56) and (57). 
5. Residual bounds 
Let k E Y”“’ be an approximate solution of the DARE (1) for instance, ,? 
may come from a numerical algorithm for approximating the stabilizing solu- 
tion X (see [l] and the references contained therein). Let 
ri=AT~~-~-((AT~~+S)(R+BT~iB)-‘(BT~~+ST)+Q (61) 
be the residual of the DARE (1) with respect to 2. In this section we use the 
residual k to derive computable error bounds for the approximate solution 2. 
5. I. Perturbation equation 
First of all, we define the matrices c and fi by 
where it is assumed that C is nonsingular. Moreover, we assume that the matrix 
& defined by 
$I =A +gk with p = -c-ifiT (63) 
is stable, i.e., p(a) < 1. 
Let X E Y”‘” be a solution of the DARE (l), and let AX = k - X. Combin- 
ing (1) with (61)-(63), and using the matrix identities (A.4) (see Appendix A) 
and elementary matrix operations, we get 
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Define a linear operator i : 9”7x” + Yx” by 
iw = w - 8W&, w E Y”““. (65) 
Since p(a) < 1, the operator i is invertible. Moreover, define the function 
h(u) by 
h(U) = ~T~~(z-C-'~T~B)~'~-'~T~~. 
Then Eq. (64) is equivalent to 
AX = -i-‘k + Ph(LLY). 
(66) 
Regard the elements of AX as independent variables. Then the function ,f de- 
fined by 
f(M) = -i-‘k + W@x) (67) 
can be regarded as a continuous mapping ./z : Y”“” + TX”. In the next sec- 
tion we shall derive upper bound%for some fixed point AX of the mapping -2 
under some assumptions, where AX = k - X, in which X is the stabilizing so- 
lution of the DARE (1). 
5.2. Computable residual bounds 
Define i, W, p, 7 and 4 by 
i = Ili?rili,, c;, = lli-‘li, p = j~BII1, :; = 11B~-‘I12, 4 = ~I+~Iz, (68) 
Then from (67) we see that the mapping .,,z satisfies 
(69) 
Here it is assumed that 
1 - fi+UllF > 0. (70) 
By the same technique described in Section 3 we can prove that if i satisfies 
(71) 
then 
(1 + pi;)* - 4Pj( 1 + &j2)~ 3 0, 
and in this case there is a fixed point 2 of .z, and 
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IlEllF G 
2; 
= r(i). (72) 
l-t/$!+ (1+@)*-4plj(l+o@)i 
Note that if the scalar i defined by (68) satisfies (71) the scalar 6 defined by 
(68) is positive, and AX satisfies (72) (i.e., IlhxIl, <r(i)), then (70) holds. 
Therefore, the asszmptions (71) and $ > Oimply the assumption (70). 
Suppose that AX is the fixed point of J2 satisfying (72). Let X = k - &?. 
We now prove that X is the stabilizing solution of the DARE (1). Consider 




A@ = B($ - F) = B(CP’DT - ?b,‘) 
= -B(I _ &t~rG~j)tC-tBrGJj. (74) 
Here the existence of C-’ is due to the assumption (70). Using (68) from (74) 
we get 
llA@llF G P;;&~IIF 
1 - Pill~llF . 
(75) 
Consequently, by Lemma 1.1, if IIMlir satisfies 
~~i~ll~llF < l/k 
1 - Bill~llF (iS+JG’ 
or equivalently, 
then @ is stable, and so X is the stabilizing solution of the DARE (1). 
We now summarize our result as follows. 
Theorem 5.1 (Residual bound). Let 2 E Ynx” be an approximate solution of the 
DARE (I), and let the matrix 8 defined by (63) be stable. Moreover, let 




1 + BjG + (1 + fii;)2 - 4/Ilj(l f&j);’ 
If 4 > 0, and i satisjies 
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and 




Since the function r(c) defined by (76) has the Taylor expansion at i = 0: 
?-(<) = i + Pjkkj2;* + O(i’), i + 0, 
for sufficiently small i = IlL-‘kIIr we have 
112 - ‘UF 
II-a 
s IWIIF ~ &“(;) 
II% ’ . 
Observe that the linear operator L has the matrix representation i expressed 
by 
i=I,,-@@8. 
Hence, the scalars i and ci, defined by (68) can be computed by 
i = (l(I,2 - iT c3 &‘)-‘vet dl12, C;, = Il(Z,2 - iT c3 4”)-‘l12. 
6. Numerical examples 
In this section we use simple numerical examples to illustrate our results. All 
computations were performed using MATLAB, version 4.2~. The relative ma- 
chine precision reported by MATLAB is 2.2204 x 10-16. 
We first cite a result due to Gudmundsson et al. [4]. Consider the DARE 
ATXA -X - ATXB(R + BTXBp’BTXA + Q = 0, (81) 
where R > 0. Let G = BR-‘BT. Then the DARE (81) can be written in the 
equivalent form 
X - ATX(Z + GX)-‘A - Q = 0. (82) 
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By [4], the relative condition number QARE(X) of the DARE (82) is given 
by 




Lo = I,? - @; @ @; with Q0 = (I + GX)-‘A, (85) 
and 
K. =X(Z+ GA'-'A. (86) 
Observe that the condition number tio~Rr(X) is defined only for R > 0, and 
it is assumed in this case that perturbations in the matrices B and R are trans- 
formed into perturbations in the matrix G; but for defining the condition num- 
ber K(‘)(X) there is no restriction R > 0, and it does not need to transform 
perturbations in the matrices B and R into perturbations in another matrix. 
Hence, the condition number K@)(X) is of more widespread application, and 
it reflects the conditioning of the DARE (1) more reasonably and more accu- 
rately. 
We now present some numerical examples. 
Example 6.1 ([2,1, Example 41). Consider the DARE (1) with 
The stabilizing solution X of the DARE is computed by using the file “dare” 
which is a computer program written by Laub (1993). The program is an im- 
plementation of a generalized eigenproblem algorithm by Arnold and Laub 
t171. 
By (60) and (56) (57) the relative condition number is K(‘)(X) zz 66.2588. 
Note that the relative condition number K DARE(X) cannot be computed due 
to the singularity of R. 
Take 
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AA= ( -0.2 0.1 -0.3 0.4 ) x lo-‘. AR= 
( 
-0.3 0.5 -0.1 0.2 
1 
x lo-‘, 
0.5 -0.2 0.4 0.2 
AR = AS = x -0.2 0.1 x IO-‘, -0.3 -0.1 lo-‘, 
AQ = (-0”:; 0:;) x lo-’ 
Letk=A+AA;B=B+AB!R=R+AR,S=S+AS,Q=Q+AQbetheco- 
efficient matrices of the DARE (4). By using the file “dare” we compute the sta- 
bilizing solution _? of (4). Some numerical results on relative perturbations and 
perturbation bounds by’(X) and b(“)(X) (see (52) and (47)) for X are listed in 
Table 1. The cases when some of the assumptions (43)-(46) of Theorem 3.1 
is violated are denoted by asterisk. 
Example 6.2 ([18], Example II, [l], Example 3). The coefficient matrices of (1) 
are given by 
A= (; -A); B=(A). R=O; S=O, Q= (; ;). 
The exact stabilizing solution is X = 12. By (60) and (56) and (57), the relative 
condition number is K(')(X) z 4.65. Again, the relative condition number 
xnARE(X) is not defined here. 
Take 
AA = (_;:“4 ;I;) x lo-‘, AB = (-1:; ) x lo-‘, 





efficient matrices of the DARE (4). By using the file “dare” we compute the sta- 
bilizing solution 2 of (4). Some numerical results on relative perturbations and 
perturbation bounds b\‘)(X) and b(‘)(X) (see (52) and (47)) for X are listed in 
Table 2. The cases when some of the assumptions (43)-(46) of theorem 3.1 is 
violated are denoted by asterisk. 
Table 1 
.i I 8 9 10 11 12 
ll‘f -~II,III~llr 3.21 x lo-’ 3.21 x 1O-8 3.21 x 1O-9 3.21 x lo-‘” 3.21 x lo-” 3.18 x lo-” 
b j’) (X) 2.00 x 10-C 2.00 x 10-T 2.00 x 10-g 2.00 x 10-y 2.00 x lo-‘” 2.00 x lo-” 
6”’ (X) * * * 2.78 x lOmy 2.05 x lo-‘” 2.01 x 10m” 
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Example 6.3 ([6], Example 2, [l], Example 1). The coefficient matrices of (1) 
are 
A=(_; _i>; B=(_:), R=lO’, S=O, Q=(; f). 
Since R > 0, the relative condition number KDARE(X) can be computed by (83)- 
(86). Some numerical results on the condition numbers K(')(X) and K,,*&X) 
are listed in Table 3. (Note: The stabilizing solutions are computed by using 
the file “dare”.) 




0 0.:48) 7 
R = 10-i/3 0 
0 ) 3x1@ ’ 
S=O. Q= (“‘0005 o;2). 
Since R > 0, the relative condition number K~*&X) can be computed by (83)- 
(86). Some numerical results on the condition numbers K(')(X) and rcoARE(X) 
are listed in Table 4. (Note: The stabilizing solutions are computed by using 
the file “dare”.) 
Table 2 
.i 0 1 2 3 4 5 
/k -XIIk/IIXIIF 4.81 x 10-l 1.46 x 10-l 1.03 x 1O-2 1.00 x 10-j 9.98 x 10m5 9.98 x 10-h 
bj” (X) 1.21 x 10’ 1.21 x 10” 1.21 x 10-I 1.21 x 10-2 1.21 x 10-j 1.21 x 10-a 
b”l (X) * * * 1.47 x lo-’ 1.23 x 10-j 1.21 x lo-“ 
Table 3 
.i -6 -3 0 3 6 
K@)(X) 8.87 x 100 8.88 x loo 1.77 x 10’ 1.17 x 10’ 3.86 x lo4 
hMRE(X) 8.82 x 100 8.83 x 100 1.88 x 10’ 1.28 x lo4 1.30 x 10’ 
Table 4 
i -6 -3 0 3 6 
KC’) (X) 1.21 x 105 1.22 x IO’ 3.62 x 10” 1.18 x l@’ 1.18 x 106 
~DARE (XI 5.86 x lo6 5.45 x 10’ 4.74 x 10” 3.70 x 104 3.75 x 10’ 
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Example 6.5. Consider the DARE (1) with 
R= s = 0. 
The exact solution of the DARE is X = diag( 105. lo’, 0). This DARE was 
solved by using the file “dare”. The computed solution J? is 
2X 
i 
1 .OOOOOOOOOO 10062 x 1 O5 0 0 
0 1.000000000000083 x 10’ 3.365808209552108 x IO-” 
0 3.365808209552108 x IO-” -4.435915020084398 x lo-l6 i 
which shows that ,? approximates X up to 11 significant figures. 
Let 4 and ii! &, r(‘)(t), $‘(;) be defined by (63) and (77))(80). Computation 
gives 
~(4) < 1: &, M 8.25 x 10-l > 0, i* Fz 9.00 x 10-l > 0, 
and 
r(r)(;) z 1.0062 x lo-“, Yj”@) F=z 1.0062 x lo-“. 
By Theorem 5.1 we have 
Ilk -XII, < 112 -wA~ll, Jr) (;) 
II-% ’ 1 - 112 -xll,/llXllF ’ 1 - r(“)(3 
z 1.0062 x lo-“, 
which predicts that the computed solution x has at least 11 correct digits. 
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2.1. 
By using (5), (6), (8), (9) (11) and (12) we write the DARES (1) and (4) as 
‘4X4-X+DF+Q=O (A.1) 




x(AX) = (D+AT~B)(C+~T~B)_‘(~T+BT~~). (A.3) 
In the following we shall use the matrix identities 
(I + U)_’ = I - U(Z + U))‘, V(Z + UV))’ = (I + Vu-‘V (A.4) 
again and again. 
Assume IlA% and IlAG are sufficiently small that c is nonsingular, then 
(D +L%fS)(C +&Us)-’ = (D + k’AX&(r + Z’-‘PAXB)-‘C? 
= -Fr + $TAX-B(I + C-‘~r~j)-‘~-’ (by (A.4) and (12)). 
Substituting it into (A.3), and using (12) and (A.4), we get 
x(AX) = -FTjjT - FrjjrAXi - @&j(I + l+‘&jXj))‘F 
+ nXLl(I + mmXly C-‘lnX/i 
= _FT@ _ @TjTmi _ $JmjF 
+ e,Yiqz + C-‘nXll-‘?B%X& 
Further, substituting the last relation into (A.2), and using (A.l), we get 
kTX/i - AT&i + iTAXi - AX + OF - DF + FTLiTAX/i + gTAXi@ 
- &TAXi@ + tp’~TAXiip’tp’iiTAX% + AQ = 0. (A.5) 
Observe that by (12) 
Hence, Eq. (A.5) can be written as 
AX - &TAX& = E + hz(AX), (‘4.6) 
where h2(AX) is defined by Eq. (17), and 
E=ATXi-ATX4+bF-DFfAQ. (‘4.7) 
We now are going to derive explicit expressions of 8, AX - &TAX$ and E 
by using AA,AB,AR,AS and 6R,6S. 
By (12), (6)-(8) and (A.4), we have 
~=k-B(I?+BTxB)-‘(BTXkfS;T) 
= A + AA - (B + AB)(C + GR)-‘(DT + 6ST) = @ + A@, 
where 
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A@=AA -BC-lGST$ABF-ABC-‘GST 
+ (B + AB)C-‘GR(I + C-‘GR)-‘C-‘(D + 6s)‘. (A.8) 
Consequently, AX - @rAX8 can be expressed by 
AX - gTAX& = AX - QTAX@ - h, (AX), 
where hl (AX) is defined by (16). 
BY (6), 
(A.9) 
kTXi - ATXA = ATXAA + AATXA + AATXAA. (A.lO) 
Moreover, by (6))(9), (1 l)-(12) and (A.4), and using elementary matrix oper- 
ations, we get 
L%-DF= -(D+&S)(C+6R)-‘(D+&S)T+DC-‘DT 
= FTGRF + 6SF _t FTGST - FTSR(I + C-‘GR)-‘C-‘GST 
- &SC-‘6R(Z + C-‘GR)-‘F - bS(I + C-‘GR)-‘C-‘&ST, (A.1 1) 
where FTGRF and 6SF can be expressed by 
FTbRF = FTARF + KTABF + FTABK + FTABTXABF (A.12) 
and 
&SF = ASF + ATXABF + AATXBF + AATXABF. (A.13) 
in which K is defined by (10). Substituting (A.lO)-(A.13) into (A.7), and using 
(9) and (lo), we get 
E=El fE2, (A. 14) 
where El and E2 are defined by (14) and (15), respectively. 
Combining (A.6) with (A.9) and (A.14) gives the perturbation equa- 
tion (13). 0 
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